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Project #2: Build an inverted index 

 
Due Date: 11:50pm on Wednesday, October 7th, 2009 
 
Your next project is to build a search engine.  You have already built the final user interface 
of the search engine as Project #1.  Now time to build the search engine!  We have broken 
down the project into two parts.  The first part is to build an inverted index and the second 
part is to implement PageRank.  Project #2 of the class is to build an inverted index of a 
given corpus.  

 
The goal of Project #2 is to expose you to Hadoop and MapReduce.  You have to build 
inverted index of given Wikipedia corpus using Map/Reduce program.  Below is a step-by-
step description of Project #2. 
 
1. Learn about Hadoop, Map/Reduce, and HDFS. 

l Quick Start 
http://hadoop.apache.org/common/docs/r0.20.0/quickstart.html 

l Map/Reduce Tutorial 
http://hadoop.apache.org/common/docs/r0.20.0/mapred_tutorial.html 

l HDFS User Guide 
http://hadoop.apache.org/common/docs/r0.20.0/hdfs_user_guide.html 

l Cluster Setup (Optional) 
http://hadoop.apache.org/common/docs/r0.20.0/cluster_setup.html 

l Hadoop API 
http://hadoop.apache.org/common/docs/r0.20.0/api/index.html 

 
2. Dataset You Will Use for Projects #2 and #3 

Wikipedia offers a XML file that contains every article on the site, including redirect and 
disambiguation pages. We have downloaded the file (enwiki-20090816-pages-
articles.xml, 22.6GB) , split it into 206 files and uploaded onto HDFS. You can use this 
uploaded corpus as input data to your Map/Reduce program. 
 
Articles are separated by a pair of tags as in <page>contents</page>.  
The title of each article is marked by <title>name of the article</title>.  
The text of each article is marked by <text some_attributes>text of the article</text>.  
Links to other Wikipedia articles are of the form [[Name of other article]].  

 
You can get the original XML file at 
http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20090816/enwiki-20090816-pages-articles.xml.bz2. 

 
 
3. Build the Inverted Index 

Inverted index is a mapping from words in a document to the document identifier. Build 
an inverted index of words to the documents that contain the words. The result will be in 
the form of ( Key, Value = word, List_of_docID ). 
Your program should not consider case-sensitivity (‘cAmEl’ is the same as ‘camel’) and 
we recommend to skip punctuations, articles (a/an/the), prepositions, and ‘be’ verbs. 

 
4. Account Information 



 
The cluster has 6 8-core machines, each with 32GB RAM, and is configured as 
follows: 
vc221.kaist.ac.kr : JobTracker, NameNode 
vc222.kaist.ac.kr : TaskTracker, DataNode 
vc223.kaist.ac.kr : TaskTracker, DataNode 
vc224.kaist.ac.kr : TaskTracker, DataNode 
vc225.kaist.ac.kr : TaskTracker, DataNode 
vc226.kaist.ac.kr : TaskTracker, DataNode 

 
- You have access account on vc221.kaist.ac.kr (account info will be emailed out 

individually) 
- Hadoop is installed at /opt/hadoop-0.20.1 
- Add /opt/hadoop-0.20.1/bin to your PATH for your convenience 
- Your HDFS directory : /user/your_account 
- Wikipedia corpus HDFS directory : /corpus 
- Below is a sample command to run your program: 

ex) /opt/hadoop-0.20.1/bin/hadoop jar your_program.jar YourProgram /corpus 
/user/your_account/inverted_index   

 
5. Turn in 

Send e-mail to <hosung golbaengi an.kaist.ac.kr> 
Subject : [CS492] Proj2-1 studentID name 

      ex) [CS492] Proj2-1 20098765 GildongHong 
Attached file name : studentID_name 

      ex) 20098765_GildongHong.zip 
 
The attachment should include: 
l Source code for inverted index 
l Short description of how to run in no more than 5 lines 
l Inverted index in human readable format : only for the selected words (TBA) 

 
6. Tips 

- Start early! Students share the computing cluster. Your job execution may take more 
time near the deadline. 

- Do not abandon inverted index file. This index will be used later in Project #3. 
- It’s good idea to debug your program with small corpus. (use /mini_corpus in HDFS) 


